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 scaling over a range of box sizes enables us 
to classify different systems

 local minima/maxima can indicate cycles or 
significant recurrence times
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 Many complex systems run through various kinds of regime transitions1 and exhibit 
multiple significant time scales in their dynamics

 Detection of critical transitions is often crucial, i.e. dynamics in some regime may be 
less predictable or harmful in its effects, e.g. tipping points of climate or ecosystems 
 

 Recurrence Plot approach is a powerful and simple method that 
has been applied to detect shifts in various nonlinear systems

 Recurrence Quantification measures are often limited to specific 
microstructures such as diagonal or vertical lines 
 

Idea:
 
Quantify Recurrence Plots regardless of their 
microstructures and with a focus on extracting the 
most relevant time scales of the system.   

Recurrence Plots

Recurrence Matrix
Ri,j(ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xε)= ϴ (ε –D(x)= ϴ (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xε)= ϴ (ε –D(x –D(xD(ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xxi, xj ))     i, j =1,2…n

illustrates if system returns to 
formerly visited states2.

Lacunarity

Quantifies the ‘gappiness’ or 
heterogeneity of a pattern.
It is calculated via box counting 
approach3:

Calculate ‘pixel distribution’ of RP for fixed box size      . Characterize heterogeneity of RP 
by variability of pixel number within each box:

with standard deviation  and mean box count   .

 Simple paradigmatic system that 
exhibits well pronounced chaos-order 
and chaos-chaos transitions

 

 Vary     and generate a single RP from 
each fixed     time series. Compute 
Lacunarity for a range of box sizes and 
plot log-log-curves in contour plot

 Both chaos-order and chaos-chaos 
transitions (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xvertical red lines) are 
detected
 

 Langevin equation with deterministic 
(ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xbistable & periodic) and stochastic 
component (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xwhite noise)

 

 Two subtle shifts: decrease of      and  
decrease of noise intensity   

 Detected in the range of switching 
time scales of Lacunarity curves and 
via the slope      (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xcyan) . Classical RQA 
measure ‘determinism’ (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xgray) does 
not perform well.
 

 Flame in a combustion chamber is controlled with variable air flow, replicating 
dynamics like e.g. in combustion engines of aircrafts under laboratory conditions4

 Perform Recurrence Plot analysis on sliding windows for pressure fluctuation time 
series whereas air flow is discontinously varied in time

Five distinct regimes

i.   Aperiodic oscillations (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xregular operation) ii.  Intermittency prior to instability
iii. Periodic oscillations/instability iv. Intermittency after instability
v.  Low amplitude aperiodic oscillations (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(ximpending hazardous flame blowout)
 

Results:

 Lacunarity quantifies heterogeneity of patterns and can be applied to Recurrence 
Plots to detect regime shifts and significant time scales

 No restriction to specific microstructures

 Potential application to irregularly sampled paleoclimate time series: analyze time 
series and time axis with Lacunarity to distinguish real from spurious transitions

Schematic depiction 
of different regime 
shifts
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 Lacunarity discontinuously descends from high values during aperiodic oscillation 
regime through intermittency towards low values for periodic oscillations on time 
scales above 10ms. Horizontal structures pinpoint periodic cycles.

 Sub-ms Lacunarity captures difference between regular and critical regime even 
though both are dynamically similar (ε)= ϴ (ε –D(xaperiodic oscillations/chaos)

Air pressure fluctuation time series with enlarged segments 
displaying the five distinct regimes. Each vertical dashed line 
marks an abrupt variation of the air flow rate.

Top panel: scale-averaged Lacunarities of RPs, averaged for 
constant air flow rate. Bottom panel: Lacunarity curves 
computed for RPs on overlapping time windows.
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White NoiseLacunarity of Recurrence Plots

Lacunarity yields a power law decay over some region of scales.
Its slope can be interpreted as a complexity indicator. 
In a log-log plot, …
 … linear decrease implies scale invariance, i.e. similar recurrence

  patterns among all time scales
 … local minima/maxima correspond to significant time scales
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